COVID-19 Update from Parker Jewish Institute

Wednesday, April 1, 2020

Our entire staff wishes to thank you for your continued support, while the Parker Jewish Institute for Health Care and Rehabilitation, moves forward with the care of our residents. The Clinical Teams continue meet each day, as we monitor the COVID-19 and initiate updates to our Infection Control Policies.

We would like to remind all family members to please not contact the Nursing Units directly, for resident updates. The Parker Jewish Institute would appreciate all family members contacting the new Family Call Center at 718-289-2888, for support. We are making every effort to increase the efficiency of the Family Call Center, each week. Please remember that “Facetiming” is available, on a pre-scheduled basis.

The Parker Jewish Institute continues to introduce new methods, to make attempts to combat the COVID-19. Many of you have received phone calls, from Parker Team Members, indicating that your family member, may have been temporarily moved to another unit, as we cohort together individuals who have COVID-19 or have a clinical concerns, that may indicate COVID-19. As part of our plan, we have initiated a new, temporary nursing unit, in our Auditorium, that will be utilized to monitor residents, who have COVID-19 like symptoms. Many family members may remember that we utilized the Auditorium for patient care, during the past hurricanes, that effected our area.

The COVID-19 web site page has also been updated, for your convenience. The web site now contains copies of all our past family member communications.

The Parker Jewish Institute for Health Care and Rehabilitation remains committed each day, to strive to support all of our residents. We appreciate everyone’s patience and support.

The Parker Community